
Chapter 127:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
THIRTEEN MILLION TIER 1 SPIRIT CRYSTALS,
FREE FROM THE CRYSTAL
After finishing all this, Amy clapped her hands happily:

"Well, Xixi, you guys are watching them here, Lei Feng and I will go up and be back
soon."

"Well, I know Miss."

Lin Xixi nodded, and then looked at Lu Yuan:

"Mr. Lei, I will trouble you to take care of it, Miss."

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "Don't worry."

"Huh! This young lady is so strong, she doesn't need this guy to take care of her."

Amy muttered dissatisfied.

Lu Yuan rolled his eyes: "Amy, let's go."

He turned up the stairs.

"Hey! Wait for Miss Ben!"

Amy hurried to catch up.

Lu Yuan took Amy and started exploring from the 100-meter-high building outside.

The rooms in the tall buildings range from one to five.

Some rooms have mechanical guards, and some rooms have traps, such as exploding
bombs.

But for both Lu Yuan and Amy, there is no threat.
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The two of them easily explored all the twelve 100-meter-high buildings.

In each of the 100-meter-high buildings, there will be 500 optimized spiritual power

gene liquids, and a full 6,000 optimized spiritual power gene liquids have been

harvested.

is equivalent to 6 million first-order spirit crystals.

In addition to optimizing the spiritual power gene fluid, there are three
hundred-meter-high buildings with other things.

Viper 5 psionic sniper rifle (first-order 100%): Boss-level genetic weapons.

This is the same long-range genetic weapon as the longbow. As long as it is injected
with spiritual power, it can shoot psychic sniper shells, which is very powerful.

But the time interval between each attack is a bit long.

Lu Yuan is not such a long-range fighter after all, this thing is useless to him.

Neither is Amy, I can only sell it for money or something.

Thunderstorm 5 mechanical warhammer (first-order 100%): Boss-level genetic
weapons.

This genetic weapon similar to a sniper rifle.

Lu Yuan and Amy can't use it either, they just sell it for money.

In addition to the two sets of genetic weapons, there are also a dozen BX101 type frost

grenade.

The power of the explosion is equivalent to a full blow of the first-order perfect boss,
and it can also freeze the enemy.

is quite powerful.

Although this has no effect on Lu Yuan and Amy, it may be useful sometimes.



Lu Yuan and Amy shared 3,000 optimized spiritual power gene fluids, six frost
grenades, and a boss-level genetic weapon.

After exploring the twelve 100-meter-high buildings, Lu Yuan and Amy entered four
500-meter-high buildings.

In the room in a 500-meter-high building, traps and mechanical guards are stronger.

But for Lu Yuan and Amy, there is still no threat.

In each 500-meter-high building, there are 500 bottles of genetic liquid for

strengthening spiritual power.

1 enhanced spiritual power gene liquid is equivalent to the spiritual power of 10
optimized spiritual power gene liquids, which is equivalent to 10,000 first-order
spiritual crystals.

Of course, the spiritual power contained in it is more gentle than the optimized spiritual
power gene liquid, and it is easy to absorb.

If it is an ordinary general-level first-order genetic warrior, only a few booster spiritual

power genetic liquids are needed, and I am afraid that a complete first-order genetic
chain can be tempered.

One can imagine how good this effect is.

Even for Lu Yuan, so many genetic fluids for strengthening spiritual power are
extremely precious.

Four 500-meter-high buildings, there are a total of 2,000 psychic-enhancing gene
liquids, and there are 1,000 psychic-enhancing gene liquids, which is equivalent to
10 million first-order spiritual crystals.

is just a resource of spiritual power, Lu Yuan has harvested a full 13 million first-order
spiritual crystals!

can be said to be rich overnight!



Thinking that when Lu Yuan participated in the auction in Shayan City, the auction
price of the inherited crystal was only more than 20 million zero- order spiritual
crystals, that is, more than two million first-order spiritual crystals.

Lu Yuan can now buy that kind of stuff for five or six!

And those four 500-meter-high buildings, in addition to strengthening the spiritual
power gene liquid, naturally there are other treasures.

El 6-type Wisdom Rod (1st Tier 100%): Boss-level genetic weapons.

Mainly to enhance the chief genetic weapon of the mental system and perception
system!

The effect is extremely powerful, not inferior to the mechanical guardian Lu Yuan just
obtained before.

Ayer 6 Wisdom Rod is two meters high. The whole body is made of metal. There is a
blue crystal inlaid on the top of the head, which is shining with light.

Amy held her arms in her arms and said not to let go.

Lu Yuan naturally won't compete with Amy.

In addition to the Wisdom Wand, there are two detachment crystals.

Departure Crystal (First Tier): After using it, you can remove genetic warriors of Tier 1
and below from the land of origin.

The whole body is milky white from the crystal, which looks like a piece of white jade.

Its function can make genetic warriors leave the place of origin before the time to leave
the place of origin.

Lu Yuan had seen this thing on Battle.net before, and it was very precious.

is only the first-order breakaway crystal, and the price needs 1 million first-order spirit
crystals to start.

For ordinary genetic warriors, this thing is definitely not worth so many spirit crystals.



After all, even if you die, you may lose hundreds of thousands of spiritual crystals. It
costs one million to buy one of these things. Isn’t that crazy?

But for some big guys, it's worth it.

After all, they may have harvested some precious treasures at a time, the value is far
more than one million first-order spiritual crystals, if it comes to life and death, using
the breakaway crystal, it is better to lose one million than all losses.

For example, this is how Lu Yuan is now.

His harvest has far exceeded one million first-order spirit crystals.

If it really comes to the end of the game, he will definitely choose to use the escape
crystal.

Lu Yuan's eyes glowed when he saw these two breakaway crystals.

"Amy, we're all one by one."

Lu Yuan picked up the breakaway crystal, took out a piece and handed it to Amy.

Amy shook her head: "Just keep it, my mother gave me a piece before coming in this
time."

Lu Yuan was taken aback, a little envious in his heart.

Good fellow, the one-million piece first-order breakaway crystal has been prepared in
advance?

Is this Fuloli Amy?

Horror!

Lu Yuan shook his head: "Since there are two pieces, let's take one piece for each
person, and keep your own piece first."

Hearing what Lu Yuan said, Amy tilted her head for a moment, then nodded:

"okay then."



She put away the detachment crystal.

So far, twelve 100-meter-high buildings and four 500-meter-high buildings have all
been searched by Lu Yuan and Amy.

The only thing left is the last one kilometer tall building.

Lu Yuan and Amy went down to the first floor.

The lobby on the first floor of a five-hundred-meter-high building has doors leading to
a thousand-meter-high building.

Lu Yuan and Amy entered the kilometer high building through the gate.

There is no difference between the hall of a kilometer-high building and a
100-meter-high building, but the area is a bit larger.

There is also a staircase leading upstairs in the lobby.

Lu Yuan raised his head and looked upward.

He found that there are six rooms in this kilometer-high building.

A glimmer of expectation flashed in Lu Yuan's eyes, turning his head to look at Amy:

"Amy, let's go."

Amy nodded.

The two stepped up the stairs and soon came to the door of the first room.

Amy took a step back automatically, letting Lu Yuan go ahead.

At the same time, with a wave of theWisdom Rod in her hand, TianluoWisteria spread

one after another, blocking Lu Yuan's body, forming Tianluo Wisteria Armor for Lu

Yuan.

This is the experience the two of them have summed up after exploring so many rooms.

In case there are any traps or attacks from mechanical guards, it can be easily blocked.



Lu Yuan stepped forward and opened the door of the room.

As soon as he opened the door of the room, Lu Yuan felt an extremely powerful wave
of spiritual power attacking him quickly.

His pupils shrank, and he instinctively raised the heavy sword horizontally, blocking
him.

Boom! !

The psychic bullet landed on the epee, Lu Yuan unloaded his strength, and his body
was stabilized after taking two steps back slightly.

He looked up at the room.

The room is almost three to four hundred meters in radius.

Lu Yuan discovered that these rooms seem to be small compressed spaces.

From the outside of the tall building, I can't see that there is such a large space inside.

In the center of the room, there is a giant mechanical dog with a height of more than
four meters with its mouth wide open.

There is still psionic energy accumulating in the big mouth.

The leader-level mechanical giant dog!

Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes, disappeared in place, rushed into the room, and Amy
followed.

Facing the leader-level mechanical guard, Lu Yuan and Amy already have experience.

Lu Yuan rushed forward, first blocking the psionic bomb that the giant mechanical dog
had just accumulated, and then Amy took the opportunity to tie the giant mechanical
dog into purple dumplings.

Even its mouth that can eject psionic bombs is sealed tightly.



Then Lu Yuan chopped off the head of the giant mechanical dog, and a series of
procedures were completed, which was extremely easy.

Within a minute, a leader-level mechanical giant dog was completely cold.

A lot of things fell out of this giant mechanical dog.

A chief-level genetic weapon.

is a pair of gloves.

is called the Claw of the Iron Giant Dog.

It's a pity that neither Lu Yuan nor Amy use gloves.

But because Amy is a member of the Abigail family after all, there are many people in
their family, so naturally they also use gloves.

Lu Yuan gave the glove to Amy.

and Lu Yuan took other things.

Including:

500 pieces of optimized spiritual power gene liquid;

a boss-level genetic weapon ring, named the ring of steel fangs;

A set of boss-level genetically armed locks, named Smart 5 psionic locks;

There are also 4 BX101 frost grenade.

Of the two genetic weapons, the ring of steel fangs is something he can use.

Mainly improve the burst of power and agility, and secondly improve the defensive
ability.

Gene warrior can bless two Gene Armed Rings, corresponding to two hands
respectively.



Luyuan now only has one ring of rapids, which he obtained from the ancient sea oasis

in Sandstone City.

After so long, Lu Yuan didn't get a ring that suits him.

is now considered there.

After Lu Yuan blessed the ring of steel fangs, his strength increased by nearly half, his
agility increased by more than 10%, and the increase in defense was hardly felt.

Anyway, strong must be a bit strong.

As for the others, Lu Yuan collected them, and sold the ones that were not needed.

After the two had finished dividing their things, Lu Yuan and Amy left the room.

Soon, they came to the second room.

opened the room, a cyan light flashed, causing Lu Yuan to narrow his eyes slightly.

Amy saw what was inside and exclaimed:

"A lot of gene fluids for strengthening spiritual power!"

In the center of the room with a radius of five to six hundred meters, the gene liquid for
strengthening spiritual power piled up into a hill, which seemed to be extremely
numerous.

Lu Yuan suppressed his excitement and said, "Don't be excited, I'll go in first and see
if there are any traps."

"Uh-huh!"

Amy nodded repeatedly.

Lu Yuan stepped into the room. He looked around and made sure there were no traps.
Then he smiled at Amy:

"come in."



Amy ran in and looked at the hill of enhanced spiritual power gene liquid in the middle
of the room with a smirk.

"We made a lot of money this time! I have never made so much money before! As
expected, this lady!"

Amy proudly puts her hands on her hips.

Lu Yuan rolled his eyes, and there are probably many spirit crystals used by Amy
herself.

For her, these spirit crystals are actually not too many.

It's just that she earned it herself, so she feels a sense of accomplishment.

But for Lu Yuan, the harvest this time can really make him take off.

At least he doesn't need to worry about Lingjing in a short time.

I'm so scared.

"Let’s take an inventory first."

Lu Yuan smiled and said.

"Uh-huh!"

The two counted up the genetic liquid for strengthening spiritual power.

After half a day, the count was completed.

there are 2,000 in total.

"It's worthy of being a thousand-meter-high building. There are as many enhanced
spiritual power genes in just one room as there are four 500-meter- high buildings."

Lu Yuan's breathing was a bit short, and he said slightly excitedly: "Old rules, evenly
split."



Lu Yuan and Amy each had 1,000 points of genetic liquid for strengthening spiritual

power.

Up to now, Lu Yuan has a total of 2,000 genetic liquids for strengthening spiritual

power.

plus the 3,500 optimized spiritual power gene fluids obtained before.

After conversion, it is only the harvest of spiritual resources, and it has reached 23.5
million first-order spiritual crystals!

An extremely scary number!

"continue!"

With so many gains, Lu Yuan and Amy can't stop them, wishing that this journey of
exploration would never end.

In the third room, as soon as Lu Yuan opened the door, there was a terrifying
explosion.

Lu Yuan felt a terrifying force coming over.

His pupils shrunk, trying to resist, but this force of power flew out and hit Amy who

was behind him.

Amy exclaimed, and the two rolled on the stairs together for a while, then stopped at
the turning platform area.

Lu Yuan's face was a little pale. The previous moment made Lu Yuan's chest feel a
little nauseous and his whole body ached.

"Huh? Why is it a bit soft? Still fragrant?"

At this moment, Lu Yuan was taken aback and looked down.

Then, Lu Yuan widened his eyes and found himself pressing on Amy's body.

Lu Yuan remembered that Amy had been standing behind him before. After Lu Yuan
was hit by the terrifying energy and flew out, it seemed to hit her?



After the two landed, they just rolled together.

At this moment, Amy is holding her forehead, her eyebrows are slightly furrowed, and
her face is a little pale:

"It hurts so much..."

After hearing Lu Yuan's voice, she was stunned, her eyes widened, and she looked up
at Lu Yuan.

She also discovered that she seems to be being held down by Lu Yuan now.

Her whole person froze, the whole person seemed a little dazed, and she didn't know
how to react.

Lu Yuan saw Amy stupidly in place, and quickly got off Amy and stood up.

The corners of his mouth twitched: "Amy, are you okay?"

Amy came back to her senses, her pretty face turned red, and she blinked her eyes with
a trace of dazed fear, and her voice was a little bit crying:

"Lei, Lei, Lei Feng!! Will we have babies like this?!"

Lu Yuan: "???"

He is full of black lines.

Speaking of it, after hearing Amy say that there will be a baby in the hand, he felt that
something was wrong with Amy.

He hurriedly said: "Don't worry, Amy, I won't."

"Really?! Don't lie to me! Obviously there will be babies when holding hands! Don't
we have to hold hands and shameless?!"

Amy's eyes were filled with tears, and she almost cried.

Lu Yuan: "???"



How can he explain this?

Could he explain the physiology lesson to Amy?

Looking at Amy's simple and big eyes, Lu Yuan suppressed his eager thoughts.

ahem... this kind of behavior is undesirable!

My Lu is a simple man!

He spoke solemnly:

"Look, there will be babies when we hold hands before. We haven't held hands yet,
surely not!"

Amy was taken aback, then looked at the hands of the two:

"Doesn't seem to be holding hands?"

The tears in her eyes gradually disappeared, and she breathed a sigh of relief.

"It's great, scare me."

Lu Yuan: "???"

He was full of black lines: "Aren't I okay? Amy, do you hate me so much?"

Amy squinted at Lu Yuan~www.mtlnovel.com~ and despised:

"Who makes you a mindless person!"

The corners of Lu Yuan's mouth twitched, and he bent over and approached Amy with
a grinning grin, and said, "Then I will forcibly hold hands with you!"

Amy's eyes widened, and her small body flicked in fear:

"Wh, what?! Don't mess around!"

Lu Yuan smiled slightly: "Just kidding."

Amy: "……"



She was silent, then she got up abruptly, and slapped Lu Yuan's chest with her small
mouth.

"You really are a bad guy!"

Lu Yuan said it didn't hurt at all.

Anyway, he has a armor.

But thinking that there was still something to do, Lu Yuan reached out and grabbed
Amy's little hand slapped on his chest, and said:

"Okay, let's go ahead, there are three more rooms."

Amy nodded: "Yeah."

Just then, Amy froze in place.

She stared at the hand held by Lu Yuan, and she froze.

Lu Yuan saw that something was wrong with Amy, so he looked down.

After seeing him holding Amy's hand, Lu Yuan was also stunned.

Fuck?

Forget about it!
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